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1 - Welcome to Mobius

WELCOME TO MOBIUS!!

Amy is running with Sonic and she then sees something falling from the sky and she hears a
crash.

Amy :Sonic stop! I heard something!! It was coming from Mount Mobius.Come on lets go!
She grabs Sonic's hand and drags him across the floor.Amy sees a dusty capsule.

Amy :Whats this thing?(she wipes the dust off)Eek!! Its a clone of you Sonic!! Wait here I will
be right back!!
She comes back with 3 types of hammers.One medium,one normal size and Huge mallet.She
wacks the capsule with the medium sized hammer.No luck.She tries the normal sized hammer.
it made a tiny crack in the capsule.Next she tries the HUGE one.SMASH!! It worked.Shadow
gets out of the capsule confused.Amy and Sonic just stands there staring at Shadow.

Shadow :Where am I?Who are you guys?Where's Black Doom?

Sonic :You are in Mobius.I am Sonic and this is my girlfriend Amy.Who the heck is
Black Doom or whatever his name was?

Shadow :...uh...I don't exactly remeber where I came from or what happened.

Amy :Thats impossible!! How can you possibly not remember what happened?
Azalea walks.Shadow is stunned by her looks.

Azalea :That is possible Amy.He obviously got Amnesia which is when somebody has a partal
or total loss of memory.

Sonic :Well duh!

Shadow :Well whoever you guys are I am gonna explore the place.

Amy :Shouldn't somebody accompany you just in case Eggman shows up or you get lost?

Shadow :Who is Eggman?

Sonic :Trust me you don't wanna know!!

Azalea :Just tell him div!!(slaps him on the head)

Sonic :Ouch!Okay Okay!!Eggman is an evil menace who wants to take over the world.



Shadow :Why would he wanna do that?

Sonic :How am I supposed to know that?!Go ask him yourself.

Azalea :Sonic!! I will come with you Shadow.You ok with that?

Shadow :Yep fine with me.
Azalea and Shadow enter the forest on the way to Eggman Fortress.

Amy :Well that was unusual.I am feeling very suspicious about that Shadow guy.He looks evil.

Sonic :For all we know Shadow is new around here.I will keep an eye on him.
Sonic dashes off into the forest after Azalea and Shadow.

Amy :Sonic!! (she throws a tantrum and runs after him)

TO BE CONTINUED...



2 - Into the Forest

INTO THE FOREST...

Azalea :Oh great we are lost!!

Shadow :I thought you knew the way?

Azalea :I did till this place showed up!!
A fork in the road has them puzzled.Shadow jumps in a tree and starts to relax.

Azalea :This is no time to relax Shadow!! We need to find which way to go.

Shadow :Well which path do you think we should take?

Azalea :I think its the left.

Shadow :Fine then(He jumps out of the tree)We will go the left path.
They go to the left.Sonic then enters.He goes to the right.

Azalea :I got a funny feeling we are being watched.

Shadow :(shrugs his shoulders)You're thinking too much Azalea.
Azalea is right.the swat bots are watching them.Its like a camera for Dr.Eggman

Shadow :Thank you Azalea.

Azalea :Huh? Why?

Shadow :Taking me to Eggman

Azalea :Well...no problem.
Suddenly a swat bot grabs Azalea and she screams.The swat-bot flies off with her.

Azalea :SSHHAAAADOW!!!

Shadow :Huh? AZALEA!!
Shadow races off trying to save Azalea.Sonic enters the scene.

Sonic :Well..fancy meeting you here!

Shadow :What do you want?

Sonic :Nothing.Whats the rush?



Shadow :Saving the girl who looks out for me.

Sonic :I see.Is that her up there?

Shadow :yes.Now GET OUT OF MY SIGHT!!
Shadow speeds off leaving Sonic behind.He crosses his arms and watches Shadow.He runs back
home.

Shadow :Azalea!! Hang in there!!
Azalea :Hurry Shadow.It won't be long till I am gonna get robotisized!!
Shadow jumps in the air and destroys the swat-bot.He grabs Azalea and lets her down on the
floor.
Azalea :thanks.(Does that kissy thing and carries on walking)

Shadow :Wait Azalea(Azalea turns round)Um..I was wondering...well..um

Azalea :Yes?...

Shadow :Will you go out with me?

Azalea :Why should I?

Shadow :Coz I don't know how to say this but your attractive and pretty.I don't see how any
guy can resist you.So whaddya say?

Azalea :Wow...I never realised somebody cared about me that much.I guess you really love me
but why didn't you tell me before?

Shadow :I don't know I guess I was just shy.(Goes red)

Azalea :Oh...my answer is YES!!
They hug and hold hands as they carry on their journey to Eggman's Fortress.

TO BE CONTINUED....
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